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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the Annual Report of Archaeology in Hampshire for 2019. Up until 2003, Hampshire County Council
published an Annual Report of Archaeology in Hampshire. The first volume was published in 1977 (for the year
1976); for over a quarter of a century, it proved to be a valuable resource bringing together in summary fashion
archaeological work carried out in a particular year, whether it was by a professional organization, academic institution or local society. The report ensured that knowledge of such work was conveniently available to all interested
parties. The final instalment in this ‘first series’ was published in 2004 (for 2003). Following a hiatus of several
years, The Hampshire Field Club (HFC) was invited to produce a new series of reports and began with a round-up of
the ‘missing’ years. These can be downloaded from the Hampshire Field Club website. Since 2008 the report has
been published annually, and copies are available for download from the HFC website.
Developments in technology have forced a re-think about the most efficient way to publish interim statements, and it was decided to publish the Annual Report online as a PDF document. This provides a convenient and
cost-effective solution and also offers the option of printing what is required.
This report was compiled during 2021. As with the previous report, the disruption caused by the Covid-19
pandemic disrupted its production. Because of the absence of staff and the furlough scheme, some organisations
could not provide summaries of archaeological work. The HER officer for Southampton was working from home
with limited access to the council’s databases and was also unable to produce a summary of the work undertaken.
The structure and content of the report
The report is organized by District and then alphabetically by location. Individual entries consist of a location with
a grid reference. This is followed by an identifier, usually a Site UID, which links it to a record held in the Historic
Environment Record (HER) database for Hampshire. It is through the identifier that further information about a
particular project can be acquired. Many of the sites also provide a reference to additional literature, usually an
unpublished 'grey literature' report. If the report is available online, a link is provided. In addition to archaeological
fieldwork, the report includes records summaries of building surveys.

THE PORTABLE ANTIQUITIES SCHEME (PAS)
Some local societies publish a selection of the finds recorded on the Portable Antiquities Scheme (PAS) database
for their county. The Finds Liaison Officers for Hampshire have kindly agreed to compile a selection for 2019 showcasing some of the more interesting and important finds. These range in date from prehistory through to late medieval times and include artefacts fashioned from a variety of materials.
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BASINGSTOKE AND DEANE
Basingstoke and Deane
Swing Swang lane (SU 465600 152800) (Site UID: 36049) Geophysical survey
A detailed gradiometer survey was undertaken by Wessex Archaeology prior to housing development over an area
of 4.2ha. The survey demonstrated the presence of anomalies of potential archaeological interest, including a curvilinear feature with a central pit that may relate to a Bronze Age round barrow or an Iron Age round house. This
interpretation is considered tentative, although evidence for similar features has been found during excavations
nearby. A linear ditch-like feature has also been identified, which may relate to a medieval field system associated
with Old Basing or post-medieval drainage of the field for agriculture.
See also: Chaussee, S 2019 Land at Swing Swang Lane, Basingstoke Detailed Gradiometer Survey Report, unpubl
report.
Bramley
Upper Cufaude Farm, land at (SU 656 566) (Site UID: 70201) Evaluation
Phase 2 of an evaluation by Wessex Archaeology revealed remnants of the Silchester to Chichester Roman road in
three trenches as a spread of gravel and a possible side ditch. The gravel was recorded up to a depth of 0.1m. A
single north-west/south-east aligned ditch was recorded, likely the western drainage ditch of the Roman road. It
was 1.3m wide and 0.3m deep with a broad 'U' shaped profile. No evidence for the actual road or the eastern ditch
was identified. No datable material was recovered. Several other ditches recorded across the site are possibly part
of a Post-Medieval field system. The fill of the ditches contained post-medieval pottery, ceramic building materials
and clay pipe fragments.
See also: Whelan, J 2019 Land at Upper Cufaude Farm Basingstoke Archaeological Evaluation Phase 2, unpubl
Wessex Archaeology report.
Chineham
Chineham Park School (SU 64598 53770) (Site UID: 70218)
Evaluation
Excavation by TVAS (Thames Valley Archaeological Services) revealed a range of features (mostly pits) that produced pottery ranging from the Bronze Age to the Roman periods. In addition, there were numerous undated features including pits, and two ditches with V-shaped profiles.
See also: Taylor, A 2019 Chineham Park School, Shakespeare Road Popley Basingstoke Archaeological
Excavation, unpubl report.
Cliddesden

St Leonard’s Church (SU 63174 49130) (Site UID: 214160)
Watching brief
Wessex Archaeology undertook the observations during drainage works that comprised the mechanical excavation
of a narrow trench, which ran along the northern, western and eastern edge of the church. A stratigraphic sequence of natural chalk, overlain by burial ground soil, made ground, gravel path deposits and modern topsoil was
observed within the trench. No burials were encountered, probably because of the shallow nature of the trench
and the presence of a Victorian made ground deposit. To the south of the church, skeletal remains recovered from
in-situ burials represented the remains of juvenile and adult individuals. A single iron coffin grip, dated to the late
18th or early 19th century, was also recovered.
Dummer
Basingstoke Golf Club, Winchester Road (SU 59585 47728) (Site UID: 70454)
Geophysical
survey
The survey by CgMs Heritage was undertaken across an area outlined for development. It identified a circular
anomaly interpreted as a probable ring ditch as well as anomalies associated with the use of the site as a golf
course.
See also: Davies, R 2019 Geophysical Survey Basingstoke Golf Course Winchester Road Basingstoke, unpubl report.
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Basingstoke Golf Club, Winchester Road (SU 59585 47728) (Site UID: TBC)
Evaluation
An evaluation by Cotswold Archaeology was undertaken to determine whether a mound coinciding with a geophysical anomaly was a barrow, a modern ice house or a tree stump. On excavation, a large modern pit was revealed.
See also: Cotswold Archaeology, Basingstoke Golf Club, Winchester Road, Basingstoke, Hampshire: archaeological
evaluation, unpubl CA report AN0050_1: https://reports.cotswoldarchaeology.co.uk/
Hounsome Fields (SU 58800 47600) (Site UID: 69102)
Geophysical survey & excavation
Stratascan carried out a detailed gradiometer survey across approximately 32ha of agricultural land outlined for
residential development. The survey identified a number of probable archaeological features, notably several ditches and enclosures that are likely to represent an extension of an Iron Age/Romano-British settlement identified by
previous investigations to the north.
The excavation was carried out by Rubicon Heritage, resulting in the opening of 216 trenches (30m x 2m), of
which 39 produced archaeology. A series of ditches indicate mid to late Iron Age enclosures, one of which possibly
had an internal division. A semi-circular structure 8m in diameter and represented by 14 post-holes was discovered;
it had a square structure 2.5m in width on its north-west side. A large irregular feature was excavated that turned
out to be a cluster of at least 12 intercutting pits, probably related to the extraction of flints. Earlier evidence is represented by a circular pit that produced Bronze Age pottery, fragments of fired clay and a large assemblage of late
Bronze Age flakes.
See also: Wells, N 2019 Land at Hounsome Fields, Basingstoke, Hampshire Post-Excavation Assessment, unpubl report.
Hannington
Folly Farm, land at (SU 56275 55759) (Site UID: 70452)
Evaluation
The work by John Moore Heritage Services revealed two ditches, possibly of prehistoric date. One cut the chalk and
ran for 2.5m; it was orientated east-north-east/west-south-west and was 1m wide and between 0.2 -0.32m deep.
The second ditch was orientated north-east/south-west and was 2.76m wide and 0.31m deep with irregular sides
and a flattish base.
Several potential lynchets were also identified. A possible positive lynchet, observed as a raised bank from
the air, had been reduced by erosion and was unable to be identified on the ground. The evidence for negative
lynchets was more apparent.
See also: Davis, G 2019 An Archaeological Evaluation at Land at Folly Farm, Kingsclere Road, unpubl report.
Oakley
Park Farm, land at (SU 57196 50684) (Site UID: 70457)
Evaluation
The evaluation was by TVAS (Thames Valley Archaeological Services) and revealed two ditches of 19th-century date,
presumably part of a field system pre-dating the 1841 tithe map.
See also: Huvig, A M & Manisse, P-D 2019 Land at Park Farm, Oakley, Basingstoke Archaeological
Evaluation, unpubl report.
Overton
Two Gate Lane (SU 5194 4940) (Site UID: TBC)
Geophysical survey & evaluation
The 5ha geophysical survey revealed no anomalies of certain or possible interest. The plots presented a chaotic
pattern that is considered to reflect the underlying Head geology, which is itself a chaotic geological formation. On
the western edge of the site, the work found a small number of deposits of certain and possible archaeological interest. They were not well dated but are likely to be indicative of Saxon and possibly prehistoric occupation. Also
recorded were field boundaries of post-medieval date. A single Roman pottery sherd was recovered.
Kyle Beaverstock, Tom Stewart, Thames Valley Archaeological Services Ltd for Bewley Homes.
See also: Beaverstock, K 2019 Land at Two Gate Lane, Overton, Hampshire. Geophysical Survey, unpubl Thames Valley Archaeological Services report: http://tvas.co.uk/reports/pdf/GLO19-147georeport.pdf
Stewart, T 2020 Land at Two Gate Lane, Overton, Hampshire. Archaeological Evaluation, unpubl Thames Valley Archaeological Services report: http://tvas.co.uk/reports/pdf/GLO19-147evreport.pdf
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Popley
Marnel Park (SU 63681 55198) (Site UID: TBC)
Excavation
An excavation by Cotswold Archaeology identified eight Late Bronze Age to Early Iron Age pits. The fills of three examples were charcoal-rich, whilst there was also evidence for structured deposition in the form of broken pottery.
A small assemblage of worked flint is likely to be residual and representative of transient activity on and around the
site in earlier prehistory.
A report is forthcoming.
Ramsdell
Kingsclere Road, Folly Farm (SU 563 557) (Site UID: TBC)
Evaluation
John Moore Heritage Services carried out the evaluation. Twenty-nine trenches were excavated; several in the west
of the site were located over the positions of curvilinear features observed from aerial photographs and are probably lynchets. The evaluation identified deposits that may have been related to the remains of these lynchets. One of
these deposits contained two pieces of Neolithic pottery. Two ditches were also identified on the west of the site;
one was undated, while the other contained fired clay which may be prehistoric in date.
Gavin Davis
See also: OASIS ID: johnmoor1-350377.
Sherborne St. John
Dark Lane Allotments (SU 62513 55337) (Site UID: 70253)
Evaluation
Six trenches were excavated by TVAS (Thames Valley Archaeological Services), and one ditch measuring 2.66m wide
by 0.22m deep was discovered. The fill of the ditch contained Roman pottery, a sherd of medieval pottery, animal
bone and pieces of Roman roof tile.
See also: Foster, M & Taylor, A 2019 Dark Lane Allotments, Dark Lane, Sherborne St John,
Basingstoke Archaeological Evaluation, unpubl report: http://tvas.co.uk/reports/pdf/DLS18-114evreport.pdf
The Vyne, North Lawn (SU 63610 56860) (Site UID: 71558)
Geophysical survey
The work was commissioned by the National Trust and carried out by MOLA (Museum of London Archaeology). The
North Lawn was surveyed by resistance and magnetometry, and several features were indicated, including the
western courtyard, a trapezoidal structure and a complex of features to the east. A possible road crosses the lawn
between the lake and the north-east side of the house. A large brick-built culvert was indicated on the southern
side of the lake.
See also: Arkley, G 2019 Archaeological Geophysical Survey on the North Lawn at The Vyne Sherborne St John,
Hampshire, unpubl report.

Stratfield Turgis
Daneshill School, Bylands Lane (SU 70777 59574) (Site UID: 70483)
Evaluation
Twenty-seven trenches were opened across the site by MOLA (Museum of London Archaeology), with 15 producing
archaeological features. The fill of a sub-rectangular pit (1.24m long by 1.14m wide and 0.34m deep) with steep
sides and a concave base contained worked flint of Neolithic or early Bronze Age date, in addition to four sherds of
middle Iron Age pottery.
An east-west aligned ditch was recorded that may date to the late Iron Age based on evidence found in its fill,
although this may be residual. A north-west/south-east aligned ditch, as well as a series of gullies, are indicative of
field boundaries and field management features. Two gullies followed a similar alignment as the Post-Medieval field
boundary excavated during the evaluation phase.
See also: Clemente, P 2019 Archaeological Excavation of Land at Daneshill School, Bylands Lane, Stratfield Turgis,
unpubl report.
Clemente, P 2019 Daneshill School Bylands Lane, Stratfield Turgis Report on Archaeological Evaluation, unpubl report.
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Whitchurch
King's Lodge, formerly 'The Vicarage' (SU 46003 47673) (Site UID: 3500)
Watching brief
The observations by Cotswold Archaeology were undertaken during clearance works following the collapse of a
chimney. The work revealed a series of infilled arches at the base of the chimney, in addition to changes to the flue.
In the upper section of the chimney, an arch was revealed, the nature of which is not obvious, but, based on the
flue path, it is probably the remains of a former fireplace. Additional phases of infilling within the flues and the eastern extent of the main arch were observed. It was noted that the eastern edge of the main arch varied to that of the
western side, which appeared to have been rebuilt using reclaimed stone fragments. The hearth was also revealed,
which comprised a single course of brick.
See also: Dowding, K 2019 King's Lodge (formerly 'The Vicarage') Whitchurch. Historic Building Recording and
Watching Brief, unpubl report.

EAST HAMPSHIRE
Alton
Selborne Road, land East of (SU 71357 38412) (Site UID: 227500)
Evaluation
Wessex Archaeology was commissioned to undertake an evaluation of a 7.37ha block of land to the east of Selborne Road. The evaluation comprised a total of 49 trenches, each approximately 50m by 2m. Twelve of these
trenches contained archaeological features, the majority of which comprised modern postholes and traces of postmedieval lynchets that followed the orientation of the current field boundaries. However, more significantly, a concentration of seven postholes and two possible pit features were recorded within the north-eastern edge of the
Site. Based on a small quantity of pottery and other finds, these features appear to be Late Bronze Age/Iron Age in
date and seem to represent domestic activity. No similar evidence was seen in the surrounding trenches or elsewhere on site, which may suggest that this activity is confined to the higher land at the north-eastern section of the
site. This activity may be related to similarly dated features identified to the west of the Site and within the wider
landscape.
Bentley
Northbrook (SU 80693 44395) (Site UID: 34247)
Geophysical survey
The survey of a circular enclosure by David Graham supports the identification of the feature as a late Bronze Age
ringwork located in the bend of an old river channel. The ringwork appears to be a single ditch except on the west,
where it takes advantage of the river channel.
See also: Graham, K D 2019 Report on a Geophysical Survey at Northbrook, Bently Hants, unpubl report.

Binstead
Holt Pound Recreation Ground (SU 81505 43956) (Site UID: 70757) Geophysical survey &
test pitting
A magnetometer survey was undertaken by David Graham over the centre of the site. No features of an archaeological nature were revealed as the sand and gravel layer had been moved when
the cricket pitch was created. Test pitting produced finds of Roman pottery of the 1st to 2nd centuries.
Massey's Folly, Church Road, Upper Farringdon (SU 71199 35365) (Site UID: 70333)
Watching brief
The observations were by Pre-Construct Archaeology and followed a previous evaluation. Although a 19th-century
north-east/south-west aligned brick wall was noted, no other archaeological features were revealed.
See also: Bannister, J 2019 Massey's Folly, Church Road, Upper Farringdon, Alton. An Archaeological Watching Brief
Report, unpubl report.
Hall, N 2019 An Archaeological Evaluation on Land to the Rear of Massey's Folly, Church Road, unpubl report.
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Fig. 1 Lidar imagery showing two bowl barrows © David Graham
Bordon
Goose Green Farm, Farnham Road (SU 80910 39921) (Site UID: 70423)
Evaluation
Three trenches were opened by Oxford Archaeology, and although no archaeological structures were recorded, the
sub and topsoil contained much Roman pottery and possible kiln debris. The fill of a small circular pit (0.34m wide
and 0.07m deep) contained Roman pottery. A series of finds of early 20th-century date, possibly derived from a
nearby 1st World War camp.
See also: Walsh, E 2019 Goose Green Farm, Hants. Fieldwork Summary Report, unpubl report.
Walsh, E 2020 An Archaeological Evaluation Excavation at Goose Green Farm, Farnham Road, Bordon, unpubl report.
Headley
Eastcott and General Storage Yard (SU 5187 6212) (Site UID: 70683)
Watching brief
John Moore Heritage Services carried out an archaeological watching brief on the east side of Newbury Road
(A339), immediately south of a property called Eastcott. A single ditch was found within the footings of the central
house, likely representing a previous boundary. A variety of modern features and modern ground levelling deposits
were also encountered.
See also: Klemenic, S 2019 Archaeological Watching Brief at Land at Eastcott and General Storage Yard, Newbury
Road, unpubl report.
OASIS ID: johnmoor1-371341.
Broxhead Common, Sleaford (detached northern section) (SU 80819 38310 & 80804 38335)
(Site UID: TBC)
LiDar
Examination of LiDar imagery by David Graham revealed two probable, previously unrecorded, bowl barrows - one
under trees and partially within Broxhead Common, and the other in the adjacent field (Fig. 1). The site was subsequently visited, and a pair of mounds were identified. They are on a roughly north-south alignment and are each
about 18m in diameter and 0.90m high, with no sign of a surrounding ditch or ditches. Testing with a soil auger
showed the existence of a buried soil level under the mound material. This, and the presence of other barrows in
the general area, mean that the two mounds are very likely to be barrows and have been recorded as such on the
County HER.
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Liphook
Lowsley Farm, land at (SU 83175 32125) (Site UID: 70485)
Evaluation
Forty trial trenches were opened across a 5ha site by Wessex Archaeology, exposing several ditches and a pit. The
finds include a possible sherd of Neolithic pottery, late prehistoric and Roman pottery, plus ceramic building materials and some iron nails.
See also: Williams, R 2019 Land at Lowsley Farm, Lark Rise Liphook Archaeological Evaluation, unpubl report.
Williams, R 2020 Land at Lowsley Farm, Lark Rise Liphook Archaeological Excavation, unpubl report.
Lowsley Farm, Lark Rise, land at (SU 83465 32254) (Site UID: 215091)
Excavation
Wessex Archaeology undertook an archaeological excavation on an area of land covering 600m² at Lowsley Farm.
Prior to the excavation, a desk study, geophysical survey and trial trench evaluation had been conducted. Consequently, it was determined that a small area be subjected to excavation. This targeted an evaluation trench in
which two undated pits with deliberate deposits of burnt material were found and which also coincided with a
small number of magnetic anomalies. The excavation identified an extension to one of the pits. The only other features identified were two shallow sinuous features, interpreted as former hedge lines. None of the features investigated during the excavation contained any datable artefacts.
Liss
Andlers Ash Road (SU 7760 2715) (Site UID: TBC)
Evaluation
Trenching on a 4.2ha site by TVAS (Thames Valley Archaeological Services) identified one ditch of later medieval
date. The other features were modern, relating to the use of the site as a tree nursery, or are of natural origin. A
few sherds of medieval and later pottery were recovered from the spoil heaps.
Andy Taylor, Thames Valley Archaeological Services Ltd for CALA Homes (Thames) Ltd.
See also: Taylor, A 2019 Land at Andlers Ash Road, Liss, Hampshire. Archaeological Evaluation, unpubl Thames Valley Archaeological Services report: http://tvas.co.uk/reports/pdf/AAR19-124evreport.pdf
The White Eagle Lodge, Newlands, Brewells Lane (SU 802 282) (Site UID: 190745)
Historic building record
Archaeology South-East carried out the recording of White Eagle Lodge, which originated in the 1930s at Burstow in
Surrey and moved to Newlands in 1945. Plans for a purpose-built temple developed from 1966, which was designed by one of the Lodge members, the theatre architect Elidir Davies. A spot was chosen at what was believed to
be the crossing of two earth energy lines, and its construction was completed in time for the opening service on
June 9th 1974. It was extended in 1985 to accommodate more ancillary space.
The temple takes the form of a centrally-planned rotunda surrounded by an ambulatory and arranged along
an axis, with an elaborate entrance portico at one end and an apse and liturgical focus at the other. It displays influences drawn from a variety of different sources across the world, including Ancient Egypt and Christianity, which
have become amalgamated into the symbolism and belief systems of the White Eagle Lodge.
Stroud
Ramsden Road, land at (SU 72268 23517) (Site UID: 70219)
Evaluation
A strip and record evaluation was undertaken by MOLA (Museum of London Archaeology). Eleven trenches were
opened across the site, revealing a pit of probable modern date, a shallow ditch likely to be associated with drainage, and three undated pits arranged in a line.
See also: Porter, S 2018 Land at Ramsden Road Stroud Report on an Archaeological Evaluation, unpubl report.
Upper Farringdon
Massey's Folly, Church Road (SU 71199 35365) (Site UID: 70333)
Evaluation & watching brief
Two trenches were opened by Pre-Construct Archaeology, revealing a deep pit that contained 11th - 14th-century
pottery and a 19th-century brick wall aligned north-east/south-west.
See also: Bannister, J 2019 Massey's Folly, Church Road, Upper Farringdon, Alton. An Archaeological Watching Brief,
unpubl report.
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EASTLEIGH
Burlesdon
Cranbury Gardens, land north of (SU 47637 10395) (Site UID: TBC)
Evaluation
An evaluation by Cotswold Archaeology identified undated field boundaries and a post-medieval structure.
See also: Cotswold Archaeology, Land North of Cranbury Gardens, Burlsedon, Hampshire: archaeological evaluation, unpubl CA report 770874_1: https://reports.cotswoldarchaeology.co.uk/
Eastleigh
Chestnut Avenue, North Stoneham Park (SU 43300 17550)
Evaluation
An evaluation by Cotswold Archaeology found the remains of a 19th-century garden terrace, part of the grounds of
North Stoneham House, which once lay in the site.
See also: Cotswold Archaeology, Chestnut Avenue, North Stoneham Park, Eastleigh: archaeological evaluation, unpubl CA report AN0068.1: https://reports.cotswoldarchaeology.co.uk/
Village Hotel (SU 42818 18586) (Site UID: 70279)
Evaluation
Twenty trenches were excavated by TVAS (Thames Valley Archaeological Services), revealing a range of features that
included a gully orientated north-east/south-west and a ditch that may represent a field boundary as it ran parallel
to existing boundaries. The ditch was cut by a brick-lined land drain. In addition, numerous linear features are
thought to represent plough furrows.
See also: Hargreaves, J 2019 Village Hotel, Bournemouth Road, Eastleigh, Archaeological Evaluation, unpubl report.
Fair Oak
Mortimers Lane, land off (SU 49646 18774) (Site UID: 70453)
Watching brief
Twenty-five trenches were opened by Cotswold Archaeology, and a pit of Post-Medieval/Modern date was identified; otherwise no features or deposits of archaeological interest were observed. Some Bronze Age pottery was recovered.
See also: Wilson, S 2019 Land off Mortimers Lane, Fair Oak, Hampshire Archaeological Watching Brief, unpubl report.
Netley
Grange Road (SU 45679 09193) (Site UID: 111682)
Evaluation
Wessex Archaeology undertook an archaeological evaluation of a 3.5ha parcel of land located off Grange Road. The
work comprised the excavation of eight machine-excavated geoarchaeological test pits and 25 sample trenches.
The former examined the potential for early prehistoric deposits and the latter for later deposits. The evaluation
established that Palaeolithic artefacts are preserved within Pleistocene fluvial sands and gravels present within the
central, eastern and southern part of the site. Six Palaeolithic artefacts, some of them in fresh condition, were recovered from broadly equivalent stratigraphic positions in the upper part of the fluvial sand and gravel. They include a techno-typologically diagnostic Middle Palaeolithic Levallois flake. The other pieces, including a handaxe,
are fluvially abraded and reworked.
The sample trenches produced a few Iron Age and or Anglo-Saxon postholes and ditches associated with
pottery. An environmental sample demonstrated the presence of poorly preserved carbonised plant remains associated with crop production. Perhaps surprisingly, given the most obvious association of the site with the adjacent
abbey and grange, deposits of medieval date were not identified, though several undated deposits could be of this
period.
See also: Legg, S & Shaw, A 2019 Grange Road, Netley Southampton Archaeological Evaluation Report, unpubl report.
Schmidt, A 2019 Grange Road Netley Abbey Detailed Gradiometer Survey Report, unpubl report.
Grange Road (SU 4581 0919) (Site UID: TBC) Geophysical survey, evaluation & excavation
No anomalies of archaeological interest were detected by the geophysical survey of a 0.3ha site; however, there
was significant magnetic disturbance. Four evaluation trenches revealed deposits with a range of dates from the
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Middle Iron Age to late Post-medieval. The excavation, which covered 460sq m, revealed part of a Middle Iron Age
occupation site represented by pits and postholes with a radiocarbon date of 404-228 cal BC (UBA-41169).
Kyle Beaverstock, Steve Ford and Andy Taylor, Thames Valley Archaeological Services Ltd for Rivendale Homes Ltd.
See also: Ford, S 2019 Land at Grange Road, Netley, Hampshire. Archaeological Evaluation, unpubl Thames Valley
Archaeological Services report: http://tvas.co.uk/reports/pdf/GRN19-36evreport.pdf.
Beaverstock, K 2019 Land at Grange Road, Netley Hampshire. Geophysical Survey, unpubl Thames Valley Archaeological Services report: http://tvas.co.uk/reports/pdf/GRN19-36georeport.pdf
Taylor, A 2019 Middle Iron Age Occupation at Grange Road, Netley, Hampshire. Archaeological Excavation, unpubl
Thames Valley Archaeological Services report: http://tvas.co.uk/reports/pdf/GRN19-36exreport.pdf
The publication report is available in: Manisse, P-D & Taylor, A 2020 Iron Age and Roman Occupation in the Hampshire Basin: archaeological investigations at Stubbington, Eastleigh and Netley, 2017–2019, Thames Valley Archaeological Services Ltd, Occasional Paper 40, Reading.
Stoneham
Chestnut Avenue, North Stoneham Park (SU 43300 17550) (Site UID: TBC)
Evaluation
An evaluation by Cotswold Archaeology identified the remains of a 19th-century garden terrace, part of the
grounds of North Stoneham House, which once lay in the site.
See also: Cotswold Archaeology, Chestnut Avenue, North Stoneham Park, Eastleigh: archaeological evaluation, unpubl CA report AN0068.1: https://reports.cotswoldarchaeology.co.uk/

FAREHAM
Fareham
North Whiteley (Areas 1-3, Plot 10) (SU 53254 11676) (Site UID: TBC)
Excavation
An excavation by Cotswold Archaeology revealed shallow undated pits. Medieval drainage ditches were also identified.
See also: Cotswold Archaeology, Areas 1, 2 & 3, Plot 10, North Whiteley, Fareham, Hants: archaeological evaluation, unpubl CA report AN0009_1: https://reports.cotswoldarchaeology.co.uk/
Portchester
Cranleigh Road, land at (SU 60448 05420) (Site UID: TBC)
Excavation
An excavation by Cotswold Archaeology revealed a well. The remains of a dog within one of the upper fills may indicate special deposition, something recorded within Romano-British wells, although other finds from the fill comprised Late Iron Age pottery.
See also: Cotswold Archaeology, Land at Cranleigh Road, Portchester, Hampshire: archaeological excavation, unpubl CA report 18003: https://reports.cotswoldarchaeology.co.uk/
Downend Road, land east of (SU 603 062) (Site UID: 170495) Geoarchaeological evaluation
The fieldwork aimed to build on the Phase 1 geoarchaeological evaluation and follow up geophysical investigations
carried out by Dr Martin Bates.
The initial works by Archaeology South East determined that much of the northern half of the site preserved
only shallow slope deposits and was largely underlain by solid chalk, offering little or no potential for the preservation of Palaeolithic or later prehistoric remains. To the south, deep deposits of Pleistocene slope sediments (Head)
were encountered, comprising gravels and finer Brickearth units. At the base of the slope, along the site’s southern
boundary, these sediments, in turn, overlay Pleistocene fluvial sands and gravels, relating to a river system of likely
Middle to Late Pleistocene age. The geophysical survey suggested that a major east-west cliff was present within
the surface of the chalk marking the boundary between shallow solid Chalk and deeper accumulations of Pleistocene deposits. This indicated that the sediments formed part of major ancient landforms (a presumed coastal or
river cliff on the south side of Portsdown Hill) and provided further support for the view that the Pleistocene sediments across a large part of the site are the direct lateral equivalent of those preserving Palaeolithic archaeology at
the Red Barns Palaeolithic locality situated about 100m to the east of the site.
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The Phase 2 geoarchaeological evaluation aimed to define the site in terms of distinct Geoarchaeological Potential Zones (GPZ). The borehole survey confirmed the accumulation of up to 11m of fine-grained calcareous Pleistocene sedimentation in front of the ‘cliff’ line. To the north of the cliff line, solid Chalk continued to be encountered at shallow depths <0.5m (GPZ1). Immediately in front of the cliff lies an envelope of Quaternary deposits,
which cover the rest of the Study Area. At the foot of the slope, on the south and south west margins of the Study
Area, decalcified Head deposits and sands overlie what appears to be a Pleistocene fluvial deposit of unknown age
(GPZ2). To the west of the Study Area the deposits were decalcified to a greater depth and contained many marine
rolled pebbles from a former and higher raised beach deposit. These cover what appears to be a lower marine terrace (GPZ3). To the south east of the Study Area, decalcified Head was found overlying calcareous Head (GPZ4). Of
more critical importance, the survey identified an area where calcareous Head deposits, with both palaeosols and
breccia development, survived at variable depths. These deposits contained low-densities of flint artefacts consistent with Palaeolithic technology; the deposits were also similar to those preserving Palaeolithic archaeology at
Red Barns. It was possible to map a zone where these deposits were well preserved and lay close to the surface
(GPZ5) and a peripheral zone where it is relatively deeper and more poorly preserved (GPZ6).
Portchester Castle (SU 625 045) (Site UID: 190090)
Watching brief
Archaeology South-East was commissioned by Historic England to undertake an archaeological watching brief during water safety enhancements and fence repair works at Portchester Castle. A made ground deposit dating to the
post-medieval period, possibly pre-1750, lay to the south of a water-filled ditch north-east of the castle. No other
archaeological features or deposits were identified during the watching brief.
Winnham Farm (SU 60361 06326) (Site UID: 69738)
Geophysical survey
A geoarchaeological geophysical survey was undertaken by Archaeology South East to identify and characterise
Quaternary sedimentary bodies across the site using ERt (Electrical Resistance Tomography) and EM (Electro Magnetic) geophysical survey. The results suggest the presence of a buried cliff line and several infilled chalk pits.
See also: Bates, M 2019 Land East of Downend Road, Porchester Geoarchaeological Geophysical Survey, unpubl report.
Segensworth
Concord Way, land off (SU 53486 07808) (Site UID: TBC)
Topographical earthwork survey
Work carried out by Pre-Construct Archaeology (Winchester) recorded a pond complex formerly belonging to Titchfield Park Farm. A largely natural feature forms a contour pond along the spring line draining into a pond that appears on the 1870 Ordnance Survey Map and now drains east through a brick and concrete culvert towards the River Meon. Survey and map regression evidence suggests that the pond complex appears to be late post-medieval to
modern. The pond complex has lost its landscape and historical context but is considered of local significance.
Stubbington
Stubbington Bypass (SU 5559 0472) (Site UID: TBC) Excavation
Four areas totalling just over 1ha were excavated on either side of Peak Lane, along the line of a new bypass. Three
of the areas revealed a moderate density of archaeological features (rubbish pits, ditches and gullies forming
boundaries, and water holes) belonging to the Late Iron Age into the Roman period. They testify to a rural occupation site and field system that lasted for a couple of centuries before abandonment in the late 2nd century AD.
Although no structural remains were encountered, the density of finds indicates that the site must have been
occupied. The scarcity of building foundations, commonly noted on non-villa Roman rural sites, must indicate some
form of non-earthfast architectural tradition. The publication report is now available in TVAS Occasional Paper 40
(see below).
Pierre-Damien Manisse, Thames Valley Archaeological Services Ltd for Hampshire County Council.
See also: Manisse, P-D & Taylor, A 2020 Iron Age and Roman Occupation in the Hampshire Basin: archaeological
investigations at Stubbington, Eastleigh and Netley, 2017–2019, Thames Valley Archaeological Services Ltd, Occasional Paper 40, Reading.
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GOSPORT
Lee-on-Solent
Aircraft crash site (SU 55129 01329) (Site UID: 70239)
Excavation
Wessex Archaeology recorded and recovered the remains of an aircraft that had previously been located approximately 600m offshore from Daedalus Airfield. Based on video footage, the aircraft is identified as a Fairey Barracuda RK556. It was powered by a single Rolls Royce Merlin engine, with what appears to be a four-bladed wooden
propeller. It is of a high wing mono-plane construction. The visible tube-work of the airframe also points to this conclusion. The cockpit canopy, rear hood, tail fin and rudder are missing. Based on the available information, the aircraft is believed to have been flown by 783 Squadron, Fleet Air Arm, and was lost on the 15.04.1948. There are currently no identified reports of fatalities in the crash.
See also: Byford-Bates, A 2020 IFA2: the excavation and recovery of a MKII Fairey Barracuda from the Solent, unpubl
Marine Archaeological Technical Report.

HART
Fleet
Netherhouse Copse, Hitches Lane (SU 79549 53425) (Site UID: 70985)
Excavation
The excavation of five areas by TVAS (Thames Valley Archaeological Services) uncovered evidence for Bronze Age,
Roman and Post Medieval activity. The Bronze Age is represented by a ring ditch within which a shallow pit containing a cremation urn containing 40.5g of cremated human bone was excavated. A series of overlapping rectilinear
enclosures are defined by ditches and gullies. The enclosures were open on one or more sides, usually the north.
Within the earlier of the two enclosures, a potential four-post structure was identified, although only three
postholes were found. Four ditches, all on the same alignment, probably formed field systems. A background
scatter of residual Mesolithic, and either Neolithic or Bronze Age, worked flint was recovered from the site.
See also: Taylor, A 2020 A Middle Bronze Age Ring Ditch and Roman Settlement Enclosures at Netherhouse Copse,
Hitches Lane, Fleet, Archaeological Excavation, unpubl report.
Long Sutton
Big Meadow (SU 73822 47240) (Site UID: 70339)
Watching brief & excavation
The watching brief by MOLA (Museum of London Archaeology) focused on an area that contains a ditch first observed during an evaluation in the previous year (see the 2018 Annual Report) and which may relate to the parish
boundary recorded on the 1841 Tithe Map.
The stripped area revealed several ditches and discrete features ranging in date from Iron Age to postmedieval. Three ditches at the northern end of the site were of prehistoric date, with the latest one producing Middle Iron Age pottery and a residual sherd of Late Bronze Age pottery, potentially indicating an earlier date for the
other two, which were parallel and may have been the flanking ditches of an early trackway or boundaries for a
long rectangular enclosure. Two natural features also contained residual sherds of prehistoric pottery.
Two larger ditches, thought to be the southern and eastern boundaries of a large square-shaped enclosure
extending to the north and west beyond the limit of excavation, contained pottery of medieval date (11th – 12th
century) and are likely to represent an agricultural enclosure. The eastern of these two ditches lay broadly on the
line of the supposed parish boundary and could indicate an early portion of it.
To the south lay a post-medieval ditch, identified as the continuation of a ditch located in the earlier evaluation and suspected to be the curving linear parish boundary. This terminated to the north alongside the earlier medieval ditch, and it may have been a replacement of the earlier boundary.
As neither the medieval ditch nor the later post-medieval example extends across the site, their interpretation as the parish boundary remains conjectural. However, it seems likely that the post-medieval ditch does represent the line marked on the 1841 Tithe Map. It may be considered that the medieval ditch, although no longer in
use, was visible in the landscape as a depression when the map was created. If correct, it was included on the map
as a continuation of the parish boundary line.
See also: Porter, S 2019 Big Meadow Long Sutton Watching Brief Report, unpubl report.
OASIS ID: molas1-347836
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HAVANT
Havant
49 South Street (SU 71801 06038) (Site UID: 70438)
Watching brief
The homeowner provided information and photographs of material he found while working in his garden, which
included pottery, ash, ceramic building materials, oyster shell and stone. The site was visited by CDAS (Chichester
and District Archaeological Society). The pottery was identified as 15th-century south Hampshire painted ware and
local earthen ware. The stone blocks were found to be Bembridge limestone. Observations on site suggest a disturbed occupation layer of 15th-century date.
Waterlooville
Lovedean Energy Storage site (SU 67518 13275) (Site UID: 70042)
Geophysical survey
A gradiometer survey was undertaken over an area of 96.5ha by Pre-Construct Archaeology. Although the survey
produced limited results, anomalies that may indicate enclosures were identified close to the convertor station.

NEW FOREST
Boldre
South Baddesley Road, South Baddesley, land north of
Geophysical surveys
The surveys by the New Forest National Park Authority and Bournemouth University confirmed the presence of several archaeological features that are visible on aerial photographs. These include a ring ditch (SZ 34536 96369; Site
UID: 62389), an enclosure (SZ 34567 96329; Site UID: 62392), a field system (SZ 34424 96458; Site UID: 62396) and,
finally, a prehistoric settlement (SZ 34411 96318; Site UID: 62404).
See also: Shaw, L & Green, A 2019 Land North of South Baddesley Road, South Baddesley, Boldre, unpubl report.
Bransgore
Derrtt Lane (SZ 17730 97860) (Site UID: 70975)
Geophysical survey
A geophysical survey undertaken over 14.3ha by Wessex Archaeology demonstrated the presence of possible archaeological anomalies.
See also: Schmidt, A & Voke, P 2019 Derritt Lane, Bransgore, Detailed Gradiometer Survey Report, unpubl report.
Denny Lodge

Hillfort, 400m south of Home Farm (SU 33580 08530) (Site UID: 19964)
Excavation
A limited excavation and restoration project was undertaken by Bournemouth University on the western side of the
monument. The excavation incorporated two areas of damage, allowing a complete profile through the rampart to
be recorded.
See also: Milward, J 2019 Home Farm 'Hillfort' 400m South of Home Farm Denny Lodge
Scheduled Monument No. 1017019 Archaeological Trench Investigation and Restoration
Project, unpubl report.
Ellingham, Harbridge and Ibsley
North End Lane, land west of (SU 13971 11414) (Site UID: 70590)
Excavation
An excavation by the Avon Valley Archaeological Society investigated a corn drier, which in connection with cropmarks possibly indicates a Romano-British farmstead.
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Fordingbridge
Fordingbridge Conservative Club (SU 14778 14254) (Site UID: 55120)
Evaluation
There has been a long history of Quakers in Fordingbridge. This work targeted a site believed to be the location of
a Quaker burial ground marked on the First Edition OS Map. It originally lay to the rear of the Friends' Meeting
House but now lies underneath the Fordingbridge Conservative Club building. The evaluation by Wessex Archaeology revealed part of three brick-lined vaults, all of which showed evidence of disturbance.
See also: Williams, R 2018 Fordingbridge Club, Round Hill Fordingbridge Archaeological Evaluation Report, unpubl
report.
Zochowski, A, Williams, R & Andrews, P 2019 Fordingbridge Club, Roundhill, Fordingbridge, Archaeological Watching Brief, unpubl report.
Cranbourne Chase (SU 03400 20085) (Site UID: TBC)
Evaluation & monitoring
Two trenches were opened: one across Grim's Ditch and the other across the Roman Road. The latter was found to
survive to a depth of 0.8m below the current ground level. The central section measured 8.75m wide, and within it
were recorded five layers. The Statumen was constructed from flint boulders pressed into compacted earth. The
Rudus comprised layers of crushed chalk overlain by sands and gravels with a further layer of crushed chalk. Two
ditches were recorded to the east of the agger.
The trench opened across Grim's Ditch revealed a 1.9m wide ditch 0.85m deep with steeply sloping sides and
a flat base.
See also: Newton, L, Williams, R & Brennan, N 2019 Land at Cranbourne Chase Martin Down National Nature Reserve Archaeological Monitoring and Investigation, unpubl report.
Ipley Inclosure
Ipley Inclosure (SU 37118 07847) (Site UID: 70504) Geophysical survey
Metal detecting and geophysical surveys were undertaken by Bournemouth University, commissioned by the Forestry Commission. The aim was to further understand the archaeological potential of the area in advance of proposed groundworks. The survey demonstrated that there are geophysical responses consistent with features of
archaeological potential, specifically burnt mound features. The artefacts recovered from the metal detecting point
to activity consistent with the Second World War or the general recreational use of the area. The archaeological
potential of this area of Ipley Inclosure is therefore characterised as low to medium, specifically in relation to burnt
mound features.
See also: Monteith, J, Milward, J, & Green, A 2019 New Forest Archaeological Metal Detecting and Geophysics Survey Report: Ipley Inclosure, unpubl report.
Linwood

Bratley Plain
Geophysical surveys
A survey covering a group of seven barrows was undertaken. At SU 21878 08731 (Site UID: 19854), a bowl barrow
was identified, and there are other anomalies consistent with ditches. The survey of another bowl barrow (SU
21717 08979; Site UID: 28830), which forms a cemetery of three monuments, identified no anomalies of definite
archaeological origin. Towards the centre, two roughly circular anomalies were found that may relate to barrows.
The sites of other barrows were also surveyed (Site UID’s 20520, 20521, 20522 and 28614), and although some
weak anomalies were detected, which may indicate possible archaeological remains, they do not share the same
characteristics of the more certain archaeology found in the other areas.
See also: Armstrong, K 2010 Geophysical Survey Report of Scheduled Monuments and Adjacent Land Near Beaulieu
Airfield and Bratley New Forest National Park, unpubl report.
New Milton
Ashley Manor Farm, Lymington Road (SZ 2557 9395) (Site UID: TBC) Geophysical survey
The geophysical survey of an approximately 75ha site detected a number of anomalies. In fields 1 and 2, these were
mostly field boundaries. Other forms of land division related to two distinct phases with evidence of ridge and furrow in field 1. In field 3, there was clear evidence for prehistoric activity in the form of a ring ditch and a ‘banjo’ enclosure, as well as other discrete features within the enclosures.
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Kyle Beaverstock, Thames Valley Archaeological Services Ltd for New Milton Sand and Gravel.
See also: Beaverstock, K 2019 Ashley Manor Farm, Lymington Road, New Milton, Hampshire. Geophysical Survey
(Magnetic), unpubl Thames Valley Archaeological Services report: http://tvas.co.uk/reports/pdf/AMF19174georeport.pdf
Rockbourne
Roman villa (SU 12010 17050) (Site UID: 27779)
Geophysical survey
Magnetometer and resistivity surveys were undertaken by Avon Valley Archaeological Society,
Hampshire Cultural Trust and the New Forest National Park Authority. The extents of two of the previously excavated buildings were defined. The area of the original excavation was represented by strong magnetic disturbance.
Outside the excavated area, to the west of the villa, the work revealed some possible pits as well as linear anomalies, which could represent ditches or traces of other structures. A group of strong linear negative responses to the
north east of the excavated buildings are currently unexplained and would benefit from an investigation with other
geophysical techniques.
See also: Brown, J & Gill, M 2019 Rockbourne Roman Villa, Hampshire Interim Geophysical Report, unpubl report.
Sloden Inclosure
Sloden Inclosure (SU 21 13) (Site UID: 70309)
Geophysical survey
A magnetometry survey over four areas totalling 2.025ha was carried out by NFNPA (New Forest National Park Authority). The survey discovered six of the nine known kilns giving an accurate location within the scheduled monument. The survey also identified a possible Iron Age hillfort and a Post Medieval enclosure.
See also: Brown, J, Brown, J & Shaw, L 2019 Geophysical Survey Report: Sloden Inclosure, unpubl report.
Turf Hill Inclosure
Turf Hill Inclosure (SU 20069 17404) (Site UID: 70502)
Geophysical survey
Metal detecting and geophysical surveys were undertaken by Bournemouth University and were commissioned by
the Forestry Commission to assess the archaeological potential of the area in advance of proposed groundworks.
Based on the results of the survey, the archaeological potential of the site is deemed to be low-medium: only a few
localised areas of potential exist on the site, and these are represented by geophysical anomalies that might warrant further investigation to confirm whether or not they are archaeological.
See also: Monteith, J, Milward, J, & Green, 2019 A New Forest Archaeological Metal Detecting and Geophysics Survey Report: Turf Hill Inclosure, unpubl report.

SOUTHAMPTON
Bursledon
Cranbury Gardens, land north of (SU 47637 10395) (Site UID: 70251)
Evaluation
Elven trenches were opened across the site by Cotswold Archaeology, with archaeological features found in four of
them. Two slot gullies, one orientated north-south the other east-west, with steep sides and a flat base, were recorded. The fill of one contained post-medieval ceramic building materials and a clay pipe. Also identified were several post-holes and a number of undated ditches orientated north-east/south-west. See also: Bush, S 2019 Land
North of Cranbury Gardens, Bursledon Archaeological Evaluation, unpubl report.
Shirley

Anglesea Road, land off (SU 40017 14214) (Site UID: TBC)
Evaluation & watching brief
The work by Cotswold Archaeology revealed a ditch containing a prehistoric worked flint. Other remains comprised
an undated pit and post-medieval or modern features.
See also: Cotswold Archaeology, Land off Anglesea Road, Shirley, Southampton: archaeological evaluation and
watching brief, unpubl CA report 770647_1: https://reports.cotswoldarchaeology.co.uk/
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Southampton
Chapel Riverside (SU 43065 11475) (Site UID: 107174)
Watching brief
Wessex Archaeology undertook an archaeological watching brief on a 0.25ha building footprint within a larger
(4.4ha) block of land located alongside the Itchen Riverside. The watching brief confirmed the presence of the inner
causeway, between the two former tidal mill ponds, in the south-west part of the new building footprint. The
causeway survived as a bank, oriented west-north-west/east-south-east, the upper section of which was partly exposed and recorded. Although no dating evidence was recovered, this causeway is a continuation of the medieval
(13th − 14th centuries) and later trackway recorded in the 2017 excavation of the Site approximately 70m to the
north-west. No evidence was found of the outer causeway, which should lie between the north-eastern tidal mill
pond and the River Itchen.
Fairisle Junior School extension (SU 38429 15774) (Site UID: 225020) Watching brief
Wessex Archaeology was commissioned by RPS Consulting to conduct an archaeological watching brief during
groundworks for an extension to the existing school buildings. The groundworks included the excavation of service
trenches, the stripping of the new building footprint and the excavation of its associated footing trenches. These
showed that although the new footprint had been severely truncated, some of the historic stratigraphy did survive.
This was confined to the north - western edge of the site and consisted of a developed soil profile about 0.50m
thick overlying natural gravels at 31.4m aOD. This soil sealed a shallow undated ditch. It was oriented east-west and
is considered most likely to be post-medieval in date, representing a possible former field boundary. The only artefact discovered was a single fragment of a Victorian glass bottle from the field boundary.
Former Oaklands School, Fairilse Road (SU 38524 16032) (Site UID: 211650) Evaluation
Wessex Archaeology undertook an archaeological evaluation of a 3ha parcel of land located in the former school.
The work comprised the excavation of 20 trenches, targeted to ascertain the degree of truncation and landscaping
deriving from the construction of the former school. In total, four ditches, two pits, one hearth and a post-hole
were identified. Three of the ditches and one of the pits have been dated by pottery to the late Iron Age/early Roman period. Environmental samples are possibly suggestive of industrial activity in the vicinity (through the presence of a small quantity of slag). There was nothing to suggest the processing of crops. The features and deposits
were found across the southern part of the site; the construction of the school had removed soils, often to a considerable depth, across its northern part.
Totton
Testwood WSW (SU 35932 115370) (Site UID: 70649)
Geo-archaeological watching brief
Archaeology South-East carried out the work at Testwood Water Supply Works. Following a walk-over of the site,
the watching brief developed into a geoarchaeological test-pitting exercise. GTPs 1-6 exhibited fairly uniform deposits and demonstrated shallow Quaternary deposits to depths of up to 1.0m bgl (3.90m OD). These Quaternary in
situ deposits consisted of fluvial gravels, which were up to 0.9m in thickness. The Wittering Formation was found to
be weathered on the surface, with the top of the weathered surface located between 4.90 to 3.10m OD. No artefacts or ecofacts were encountered during this phase of works, and no sediments with any palaeoenvironmental
potential (e.g. peat) were observed. Thus, the proposed development will not impact any palaeoenvironmentally or
archaeologically significant deposits.
See also: Dowsett, A A Geoarchaeological and Archaeological Watching Brief at Testwood WSW, unpubl report.
Woolston
Hulk Extraction, Centenary Quay (SU 43433 10749) (Site UID: 217380)
Evaluation
Wessex Archaeology was commissioned by CgMs to record the remains of two wooden hulks in advance of development on the eastern bank of the River Itchen. The two hulks were found in 2009 during clearance and remedial
works at the old Vosper Thorneycroft shipyard. The vessels were surveyed and excavated down to deck level by the
Southampton City Council Archaeological Unit (Cottrell 2009). They were identified as a possible Cowes Ketch and a
dumb barge and assessed to be of high archaeological potential. Notably, the Ketch was identified as a rare, or a
unique, survivor. Due to Health and Safety concerns and other potential issues with the structural integrity of the
hulls, the vessels were left in situ and re-buried with a thick layer of sandy clay.
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In January 2018, Wessex Archaeology relocated the two hulks. However, the vessels were observed much
farther below ground level than originally anticipated, probably due to the re-modelling of the riverfront that occurred in the intervening period. Consequently, due to Health and Safety and environmental concerns, the planned
full excavation, dismantling and selective conservation of the two hulks were considered unachievable. As an alternative, it was decided to remove the remains with an excavator and transport them to a location where they were
deposited for inspection. These works were carried out in early 2019 and resulted in a catalogue of 80 photographed and recorded timbers. The selection of the timbers was based on the state of their preservation and
whether they retained certain diagnostic features. Overall, it is estimated that the evidence constitutes over 70% of
the hulks as first seen in 2009.
An article has been published in Hampshire Studies Volume 76 (2021).

Fig. 2 Aerial view of the excavation at Barton Stacey showing a possible chapel © Stuart Rippon

TEST VALLEY

Barton Stacey
Paddock, north of the Church of All Saints (SU 43381 41297) (Site UID: BSH18, BSH19)
Excavation
Excavations in Barton Stacey, following historical research by Barton Stacey History Group and a resistivity survey in
concert with Winchester University, looked to find the lost medieval manor house of Emery de Sacy.
The investigations in 2018 and 2019 discovered a substantial medieval building constructed on a chalk and
flint mound and aligned east-west (Fig. 2). Based on the paucity of domestic or industrial refuse, it is believed to be
a chapel associated with the manorial complex. A straight-sided rectangular pit located towards the east end of the
building is potentially the site of a significant burial, possibly moved to the parish church when the structure went
out of use. Material associated with the demolition of the building produced 14th-century pottery.
The geophysical survey detected a substantial ditch-like feature to the east of the building and opposite a
large circular depression (Fig. 3). The feature was excavated and was found to be lined with clay and large flints. To
the south of the building, the excavation of a ditch or pond produced late Saxon finds and quantities of burnt wattle
and daub. A period of abandonment is indicated by a gravel layer that extends across the site.
Other finds include pottery that is mainly of the 12th - 13th centuries, with almost nothing of later date. In
addition, small quantities of worked flint, pre-medieval pottery and a single Roman coin indicated sporadic occupation of the site during earlier periods.
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The Barton Stacey History Group has subsequently identified a blue Purbeck marble slab (possibly a tomb
top) re-sited upside down in the South Chapel of the church. This might be related to the opening of a vault in the
South Isle, which belonged to the lord of the manor and is described in a record from 1765.

Fig. 3 Results of the resistivity survey at Barton Stacey © Stuart Rippon
East Wellow
Woodington Solar Farm (SU 430390 121067) (Site UID: 70790)
Evaluation
An evaluation by Cotswold Archaeology recorded a small number of undated ditches and postholes, possibly representing the remains of field systems or enclosures.
See also: Cotswold Archaeology, Woodington Solar Farm, East Wellow, Hampshire: archaeological evaluation, unpubl CA report AN0106_1: https://reports.cotswoldarchaeology.co.uk/
Penton Mewsey
Hatherden Farm (SU 33550 48380) (Site UID: 32119)
Geophysical survey
A gradiometer survey was undertaken for the Danebury Environs Project across a 130ha site and revealed three
different complexes of Iron Age/Roman occupation that are arranged along a trackway running for about 1km. Numerous rectangular and sub-rectangular enclosures with internal divisions and pits, boundary ditches and trackways were recorded.
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See also: Fortuny, M 2019 Geophysical Survey Report of Hatherden Farm, Andover, Hampshire, unpubl report.
Picket Piece
10 Walworth Road, land adjacent to (SU 39624 47355) (Site UID: 70459)
Evaluation
Nineteen trenches were opened by Cotswold Archaeology, with ten containing archaeological features. A pit,
cutting an east-west aligned ditch at its eastern end, produced a large amount of flint nodules, flint flakes and cores
of Neolithic and middle Bronze Age date. An undated trackway is represented by a series of small, thin, intermittent
linear features, interpreted as wheel ruts. Two gullies possibly indicate a trackside ditch. There was also a series of
undated ditches.
See also: Capps, P 2019 Land Adjacent to 10 Walworth Road Picket Piece Andover, Archaeological Evaluation Report, unpubl report.
Leggs, S 2019 Land Adjacent to 10 Walworth Road Picket Piece Andover, Post-Excavation Assessment, unpubl report.
Cotswold Archaeology, Land North of Walworth Road, Picket Piece, Andover, Hampshire: archaeological evaluation,
unpubl CA report 18718: https://reports.cotswoldarchaeology.co.uk/
10 Walworth Road, land adjacent to (SU 39632 47355) (Site UID: 217580) Evaluation
Wessex Archaeology was commissioned to undertake an archaeological evaluation of a 2.52ha parcel of land located adjacent to 10 Walworth Road. The evaluation comprised the excavation and recording of 17 machine excavated trial trenches (each measuring 30m by 2m); subsequently an additional two trenches were excavated. Archaeological features included those relating to a possible track way at the southern end of the site, along with postmedieval/modern field boundaries. A limited number of earlier features were identified, with prehistoric and Romano-British features concentrated in a small area in the western part of the site. These features comprised two
pits, a linear feature and a posthole, with a small quantity of late prehistoric and Romano-British finds recovered
from several of the features. In addition, quantities of burnt and worked flint of a possible broad Late Neolithic to
Bronze Age date was also noted from some of these features and represent a low level of activity on the periphery
of prehistoric and Romano-British activity.
Romsey
Baroona, Cupernham Lane, land west of (SU 436078 123071) (Site UID: 70727)
Evaluation
A series of trenches were opened across the 4.7ha site by Cotswold Archaeology, revealing several pits, one of
which may have been a hearth and a north-east/south-west aligned linear feature. The finds include burnt flints,
Roman pottery and ceramic building materials.
See also: Howard, A 2019 Land West of Baroona, Cupernham Lane, Archaeological Evaluation, unpubl report.

WINCHESTER
Bishops Waltham
Galley Down, Dundridge (SU 574 187) (Site UID: GAD 19) Geophysical survey
A geophysical survey took place at Galley Down, close to the hamlet of Dundridge, and was part of the Meon Valley
Archaeology and Heritage Group’s Iron Age to Roman Landscape Project (Phase II). The site occupies a large arable
field and was first identified on aerial photographs in 2018 (Fig. 4).
Magnetometry and resistivity detected a similar range of anomalies (Figs 5 & 6): the main features being two
circular examples (M1/R1 and M5/R6) that are interpreted as round barrows of probable Bronze Age date. The survey of the northern monument (M1/R1) discovered an internal feature close to its eastern edge (M2/R2). It was
more clearly defined by magnetometry and consists of a sub-circular anomaly encircled by a narrow negative response, possibly evidence for a stone-lined pit. A weakly defined sub-circular anomaly (M3/R3) was identified
roughly in the centre of the monument. It is visible on the aerial photographs and is either a large mortuary chamber or evidence of robbing. Notably, there is a very high-resistance anomaly on its southern edge (R4), probably an
arrangement of stones (Andy Payne, pers. comm.). The southern monument (M5/R6) has a very weakly-defined
anomaly (R7) in its interior, which is also visible on the aerial photographs but appears not to have been detected by
magnetometry. It may relate to a burial pit similar to (M3/R3).
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Fig. 4 Aerial view of Galley Down (Google Earth imagery)
Magnetometry discovered a group of small anomalies (M7) to the north of (M1/R1), which may be evidence
for activity in the immediate vicinity of the barrows, although caution is advised as the group was not detected by
resistivity.
A linear anomaly (M4/R5) traverses the area on a north-east/south-west alignment. It is visible on the aerial
photographs and is probably a ditched field boundary. In the western part of the grid, but on the same alignment
as (M4/R5), another linear anomaly (M9/R12) was detected, and with the former, it may have constituted a boundary that enclosed the barrows.
A group of anomalies run along the north edge of the grid on an east-west alignment (M8/R9), of which some
must relate to the path extending down the edge of the field and the tractor tramlines visible in this area. On the
eastern edge of the grid, resistivity identified several small-pit like features (R8), possibly associated with some
small and weakly defined linear anomalies.
See also: Stoodley, N 2019 Galley Down, Bishop’s Waltham, Hampshire, Report on Geophysical and Metal-Detecting
Surveys, January - February 2019, The Meon Valley Archaeological and Heritage Group Research Report Series 13,
Winchester.
Whitebeams, The Hangers (SU 57102 19164) (Site UID: TBC)
Watching brief
Work carried out by Pre-Construct Archaeology (Winchester) recorded 13 graves dating to the Saxon period, five of
which were heavily truncated by machine dug slots prior to the watching brief. Three were subsequently excavated
and were found in a supine position; unusually, two of the burials were found with their hands behind their back
(Fig. 7).
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Fig. 5 Galley Down linear greyscale image of the magnetometry data

Fig. 6 Galley Down linear greyscale image of the resistivity data

Fig. 7 Saxon burial from Whitebeams with its arms behind its back. ©Pre-Construct Archaeology (Winchester)
Compton and Shawford
Attwoods Drove Farm (SU 46771 26517) (Site UID: 71580)
Watching brief
The observations by Pre-Construct Archaeology (Winchester) noted a single ditch running on an east-west alignment. It was 1m wide and 0.2m deep with gently sloping sides and a rounded concave base. Burnt flint from the
feature suggests a prehistoric date.
See also: Marshall, K & McAtominey, D 2019 Attwoods Drove Farm Comptons, Near Winchester, Hampshire, SO21
2AY, unpubl report.

Corhampton
St Clair’s Farm (SU 575 208) (Site UID: SCF18)
Geophysical survey
Archaeological fieldwork was carried out at Corhampton, over two separate weekends in 2018 and 2019, as part of
the Meon Valley Archaeology and Heritage Group’s Iron Age to Roman landscape project (Phases I and II). The site
lies 3.5km west of Corhampton village and occupies a large arable field.
Magnetometry and resistivity targeted a banjo enclosure and an area to its south, where it intersects with a
pair of rectangular enclosures (Figs 8 & 9). The results from both techniques compare very well with the details depicted by an aerial photograph (Fig. 10). The techniques have also revealed features not shown by the photograph
or have helped to interpret areas where the cropmark evidence is unclear.
The main archaeological feature is the sub-circular banjo enclosure (M2 & R2). Its full extent has been surveyed, and an entrance (north-east corner) has been defined (M13 & R9). It is clear from the aerial photograph that
the entrance extends across the road into the adjacent field. The survey located the position at which the two entrance ditches start to splay outwards to form the ‘antennas’ (R10). The interior of the banjo contains several small
anomalies that can be interpreted as pit clusters (M11 and M15), in addition to larger areas of disturbance that may
represent quarries (R6, R13, M10 & M17).
Overlapping the banjo is a rectangular enclosure (M4 & R4), which is possibly Romano-British in date. Metaldetecting on the surrounding fields, separate from the MVAHG fieldwork, has produced quantities of Roman coins,
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Fig. 8 St Clair’s Farm. Linear greyscale image of the magnetometry data

Fig. 9 St Clair’s Farm. Linear greyscale image of the resistivity data

supporting the idea that the area saw activity in this period. The enclosure appears to contain some small pit-like
anomalies (M9 & R7). It is subdivided by an east-west aligned ditch (M5 & R5), and its northern edge is also visible
(M7). The latter continues eastwards before making the corner of the enclosure. (M3) and (R3) represent a trackway that divides this enclosure from a less well-defined example to its east (bounded to the north by M8 and possibly sub-divided by M12 & R8). Another possible trackway (M6) enters the site on the western edge and extends
into it on a north-north-west/south-south-east alignment.
(M16 & R11) represent a north-east/south-west aligned linear anomaly, which respects the banjo enclosure
and could be of some antiquity. For example, a field boundary set out when the latter was still visible; alternatively,
it may be a more recent boundary, its relationship to the banjo coincidental.
See also: Stoodley, N 2019 St Clair’s Farm, Corhampton, Hampshire. Report on Geophysical and Metal-detecting Surveys, March 2018 & April 2019, The Meon Valley Archaeological and Heritage Group Research Report Series 14,
Winchester.

Fig. 10 The cropmark site at St Clair’s Farm, Corhampton. Photo: NMR 910 SU5720/23 © Crown copyright. NMR

Kings Worthy
Hookpit Farm Lane (SU 48630 33630) (Site UID: 71566) Geophysical survey
A geophysical survey was carried out by TVAS (Thames Valley Archaeological Services). It identified a few weak
anomalies; however, these do not suggest significant archaeological features.
See also: Beaverstock, K 2019 Hookpit Farm Lane, Kings Worthy Winchester. Phase 1 Geophysical Survey (Magnetic),
unpubl report.
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99-103 Springvale Road (SU 48957 33595) (Site UID: TBC)
Evaluation
Work carried out by Pre-Construct Archaeology (Winchester) revealed evidence of a large linear feature thought to
be the Roman aqueduct that fed the north of the Roman town of Winchester (Fig. 11). The base was recorded at
50.93m aOD. It follows the course proposed by Fasham and Whinney (1991). The aqueduct has been previously
identified in excavations by PCA, including Barton Farm (2015, see the Annual Report for that year), Itchen Abbas
(2017) and most recently Woodhams Farm (2019, see below).

Fig. 11 The aquaduct , Springvale Road, Kings Worthy ©Pre-Construct Archaeology (Winchester)
Springvale Road, Woodhams Farm (SU 48585 33171) (Site UID: TBC)
Evaluation
Work carried out by Pre-Construct Archaeology (Winchester) revealed a large linear feature corresponding almost
precisely with linear anomalies identified by a previous geophysical survey and thought to be the Roman aqueduct
which fed the north gate of the Roman town of Winchester, previously identified in excavations carried out by PCA
at sites including Barton Farm (2015, see the Annual Report for that year), Itchen Abbas (2017) and most recently
99-103 Springvale Road, Kings Worthy (2019, see above). The base was recorded between 51.73m and 51.36m
aOD.
Meonstoke
Old Winchester Hill ‘BarrowScapes’ project (SU 6390 2062) (Site UID: TBC) Geophysical survey
Meon Valley Archaeological and Heritage Group volunteers, led by Dom Escott, carried out a survey of the barrows
on Old Winchester Hill. Four areas were surveyed, totalling 4.5ha (Fig. 12).
Area 1. This is a barrow cemetery on the exterior of the west side of the hillfort and includes a range of
‘fancy’ barrows. Of particular note are Barrows 24644 and 24645. The former is an oval barrow and displays all the
hallmarks of this type of monument, especially a uniform surrounding ditch. The ‘Meon type’ kidney shape is not
immediately apparent, but an area of higher resistance on its eastern side indicates a narrowing of the adjacent
ditches. The conjoined barrow (24645) comprises two mounds with a minor ditch abutting them and with an outer
ditch that is more obvious to the east (uphill) than the west. Overall, its dimensions are slightly larger than the oval
barrow, and it is more circular in shape.
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Fig. 12 Old Winchester Hill, results of the resistivity survey © Don Escott

Area 2. Barrows in the interior of the hillfort. Barrow 24572 was defined with a ditch on the south side. Barrow
24573 is a potential pond barrow and is visible as a thin bank. Two pairs of linear anomalies that run east-west within the area, and also between Barrows 24571 and 24572, are probably the bank of the parish boundary (the boundary is seen on a map of the 1880s). To the left of Barrow 24570 is a roughly 12m diameter circular feature, which
could be another barrow or perhaps an Iron Age roundhouse with an associated gully. However, the inner circle is
only about 5.5m in diameter, which suggests that it is a multiple ring-ditch barrow.
Area 3. This area targeted the southernmost area of the hillfort. It contains barrows that may have been partially destroyed by the construction of the monument’s rampart and ditch. The ditches of three barrows (24566,
24569 and 23569) were defined. The central one (24568) could possibly be trapezoidal, which may indicate that it is
a long barrow, although without further work, this idea must remain tentative.
The survey of Area 5 focussed on a single bowl barrow (37522) and demonstrated that the monument is in a
poor state of preservation.
Don Escott.
Exton Manor Farm (SU 615 209) (Site UID: TBC)
Excavation
The University of Winchester and the Meon Valley Archaeological and Heritage Group, directed by Prof. Tony King,
continued the excavation of a Roman site that had previously been identified by geophysical survey (Stoodley 2015)
and subsequently investigated in 2016-18, resulting in the discovery of a temple and bath house located around a
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courtyard (https://www.academia.edu/35213645/Meonstoke_Roman_Site_2016_and_2017_interim_report). Other significant findings included a large Iron Age ditch within which the burial of a mare and foal was unearthed. The
burial had been deposited in the part of the ditch that lay directly beneath the temple.
In 2019 further work took place on the Iron Age ditch producing Iron Age pottery and animal bones. The
latter included a horse’s cranium (Fig. 13) and two scapulae, which supports the view that this was a ritual site associated with the goddess Epona. Further evidence for worship was provided by the examination of the area associated with the horse burials. An area of burning with a central oval hearth, dating to the end of the 1st century/
beginning of the 2nd century AD, was revealed. Immediately above this, several apparent offerings were found and
includes part of a 2nd-century AD dea nutrix figurine – a nursing goddess and subsequently associated with fertility.
An assortment of animal bones (cows, sheep and pigs) and a large chalky ash platform inside the hexagonal area is
evidence of feasting. Outside the temple, pits with structured deposits of broken pottery, animal bones and oyster
shells are further evidence for feasting. The area remained open air until the construction of the Roman temple during the late 3rd/early 4th century AD.
2019 also saw further work on the bath house resulting in the discovery of a new room, which matches the
apsidal ended rooms already discovered (Fig. 14). The building can be described as a conventional bath house of the
late 3rd - 4th century, which has a similar plan to other bath houses in Hampshire, such as Sparsholt and Braishfield.
This year also saw the opening of a new trench designed to investigate a high-resistance anomaly detected by
geophysics. A platform comprised of rammed chalk (Fig. 15), with layers of flint, was revealed and was associated
with Roman roof tiles. In addition, two very large iron nails and the remains of others were found, plus human
bones, some of which belonged to an adolescent female. A large rectangular pit was also discovered, which may
have contained a sarcophagus. The evidence may point to a mausoleum, which, if correct, would make it the first
example from Hampshire. A ditch ran adjacent to the platform, and its proximity to the river suggests that it was a
river channel.
Alison Smalley (the Meon Valley Archaeological and Heritage Group), based on a talk by Tony King.

Fig. 13 The excavation of the horse skull, detail of cranium in situ (right) ©MVAHG
Shavards Farm (SU 616 208) (Site UID: TBC)
Excavation
The University of Winchester and the Meon Valley Archaeological and Heritage Group, directed by Dr Nick Thorpe,
continued the excavation of a Neolithic oval barrow first investigated in 2018. In one trench, a group of post holes
were discovered together with some pits, one containing medieval pottery. Several deposits of dark soil produced
finely made early or mid-Neolithic blades. Another trench discovered three post holes (Fig. 16), forming an arc, in
an area known to be associated with Neolithic activity. At the uppermost surviving level of the middle Neolithic oval
barrow, three sections were cut out. Small pieces of Neolithic pottery (Fig. 17) and flint were recovered, but nothing
from the primary ditch fills. Higher up the ditch, a quantity of Bronze Age pottery, worked flint and animal bones
were recovered, suggesting domestic activity dating from around 2000-1200 BC.
The ditch also produced the remains of a possible Anglo-Saxon cremation burial (Fig. 18). An area of burnt
charcoal, about 30cm deep and 30cm in diameter, contained pottery of probable 5th – 6th-century date. A fragment of a late 5th - early 6th-century gilded small-long brooch supports the belief that the monument was reused
for burial at
Alison Smalley (the Meon Valley Archaeological and Heritage Group), based on a talk by Nick Thorpe.
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Fig. 14 Drone aerial photo of the bath house showing the four rooms, photo Ian Harris ©MVAHG

Fig. 15 Drone photo of trench 3 with river channel and mausoleum, photo Ian Harris ©MVAHG
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Otterbourne
Otterbourne WSW (SU 466 233) (Site UID: 180726)
Evaluation
Twenty archaeological trenches were excavated by Archaeology South East at the Water Supply Works. Six geoarchaeological test pits were also excavated. The results of the geoarchaeological evaluation demonstrated that the
sequence of deposits is largely in line with what was previously found at the site. The evidence suggests that finegrained deposits are situated within hollows in the chalk - isolated locations where the outer edges of these deposits can be traced. This suggests that the fine-grained sediment collected in solution features, rather than being part
of a river terrace formation. A micropalaeontological assessment confirmed the poor state of preservation of these
fine-grained sediments. No artefacts or ecofacts were found, and overall the fine-grained sediment of possible
Pleistocene origin has proven to be of little geoarchaeological significance. No Palaeolithic archaeology was observed in the clay-with-flints formation.
The archaeology and the sealing overburden did not appear to have been significantly truncated or disturbed
in either of the evaluated areas. Therefore the potential for the survival of archaeology at the site can be considered good to moderate. There was some, albeit sparse, evidence of archaeological activity within the evaluated
areas. Background Middle Neolithic to Early Iron Age worked flints from across the site suggest the general occupation of the area in the late prehistoric period. An Early or transitional Early/Middle Iron Age pit with a complex mixture of finds in the southern part of the site suggests that more sedentary occupation occurred at this time. Additionally, an undated but probably a pre 19th-century ditch was recorded in the northern part of the site.
Southwick and Widley
Land to the West of Waterlooville (Phase 5) (SU 467100 108980) (Site UID: TBC)
Archaeological Strip, map
& record
Wessex Archaeology recovered an assemblage of Early Mesolithic flints from the fill of a tree throw (Fig. 19).
Wickham
1–34 School Road, land to the rear of (SU 457630 111160) (Site UID: TBC) Evaluation trenching
& excavation
Part of a Roman roadside settlement, elements of which had been identified by earlier investigations, were revealed during excavation undertaken in late 2018 – early 2019 by Cotswold Archaeology. In the main excavation
area, features were predominantly Early Roman in date, although prehistoric features included a Bronze Age barrow ditch and two Bronze Age cremation burials. A significant feature was an exposed length of Roman road represented by poorly preserved flint metalling in a holloway, with a metalled trackway running broadly parallel to it.
Roadside ditches were discontinuous and irregular, while immediately to the south of a series of boundary ditches,
some recut, defined six enclosures. The enclosures, and a small area on the northern side of the road, contained a
large number of wells in addition to other pits and several waterholes. A timber lining was found preserved in one
of the wells, which also contained a fragment of wooden writing tablet and a leather shoe. There was little direct
evidence of agriculture, and industrial activity was mostly limited to iron-smithing. A small number of substantial
post-built structures followed the alignments of the road and surrounding boundary ditches and may have been
used for smithing or storage. Later Roman funerary activity was indicated by deposits of cremated bone and two
possible bustum cremation burials.
See also: https://cotswoldarchaeology.co.uk/wickham-archaeological-investigations/
Winchester
165 High Street (SU 448541 129387) (Site UID: TBC)
Geoarchaeological borehole
A single geoarchaeological borehole was drilled at the site by ARCA. Holocene sediments characteristic of channel,
floodplain and backswamp environment were encountered below archaeological deposits and a made ground level. Pollen assessment combined with C14 dating of sampled material from the BH core (14C age of 170 cal. BC – cal.
AD 30 obtained from the middle of the alluvial sequence, 3.37-3.38m BGL) has provided a first account of the palaeoenvironment for the Iron Age in the Winchester area. This shows a predominantly open landscape, dominated
by grassland and disturbed ground, with some woodland in the wider environment, as well as probable meadows
and areas of damp ground.
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Fig. 16 Shavards Farm, view of the trench showing pits and postholes ©MVAHG
Fig. 17 Neolithic
pottery
from
Shavards
Farm
©MVAHG

Fig. 18 Excavation of possible Anglo-Saxon cremation and associated pottery (right)
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72 Middle Brook Street (SU 48420 29700) (Site UID: TBC)
Watching brief
Work carried out by Pre-Construct Archaeology (Winchester) recorded a single medieval wall running north-east
south-west, constructed of chalk rubble, flint and mortar. The structure is similar in fabric and alignment to the
foundations of the medieval friary buildings seen immediately east of the site in 2017 at North Walls Fire Station
and Faberlux Yard (PCA, forthcoming, also see the Annual Report for 2017). This wall is interpreted as representing a
building within the friary, but it cannot be identified with a known structure.
63 Tower Street (SU 47894 29825) (Site UID: TBC) Watching Brief & evaluation
Work carried out by Pre-Construct Archaeology (Winchester) revealed tip deposits thought to form part of the Roman Rampart. The top of the rampart was found at 54.99m aOD.

Fig. 19 Early Mesolithic flints from a site west of Waterlooville ©Wessex Archaeology
M3 Junction 9 (SU 49650 31060) (Site UID: 217350)
Evaluation
Wessex Archaeology was commissioned by Jacobs UK Ltd on behalf of Highways England to conduct an archaeological evaluation of land required for a proposed road improvement scheme between the M3 motorway and A34
trunk road. The evaluation comprised the excavation, investigation and recording of 32 trial trenches and the monitoring of 11 geotechnical test pits. The evaluation indicated that the eastern part of a prehistoric ring ditch, which
had been partially excavated prior to the construction of the motorway junction in 1974, remains relatively undisturbed. The somewhat mixed finds assemblage retrieved from the ring ditch during the evaluation included a small
quantity of disarticulated human bone and possibly Neolithic pottery (along with a greater quantity of later sherds).
It was estimated that approximately 32.5m (approximately 35%) of the ring ditch could remain intact. The unexcavated remainder of the ring ditch, and any surviving remains associated with it, retain considerable archaeological
interest. However, few other archaeological features were encountered during the evaluation. Two probable prehistoric pits suggested that there may be further, albeit probably of limited potential, similar features elsewhere
within the footprint of the scheme. Any such features could be of at least local significance. Features corresponding
with former land divisions, including a parish boundary, were also recorded during the evaluation, although these
were considered of limited significance. There was some evidence of disturbance and horizontal truncation, resulting from agricultural activity, previous archaeological excavation and, possibly, earlier construction work associated with the M3 motorway. However, this does not seem to have substantially diminished the potential for archaeologically significant remains to survive within the scheme’s footprint.
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St Cross Hospital, St Cross (SU 447605 127786) (Site UID: TBC)
Evaluation trenching
& watching brief
Dr John Crook, archaeological consultant, carried out trial trenching in connection with proposals for a new boiler
house to the west of the 15th-century Beaufort kitchen wing and its later 15th-century extension within the Outer
Court of the Hospital. The trenching has confirmed the position and alignment of a branch of the medieval drain
known as the Lockburn as it passes through the area, serving the Hospital’s guest wing. Make up deposits within
the garden area were found to contain early post-medieval to early 20th-century ceramics, together with animal
bone and oyster shells indicative of kitchen waste.

ROUNDUP OF HAMPSHIRE BUILDINGS SURVEY GROUP 2019
This year an intensive study of the timber-framed houses of the four Worthy villages east of Winchester was made
(recently published by the Worthys Local History Group as Traditional Houses of the Worthy Villages). Before the
lockdown made dendrochronological dating impossible, two houses were sampled. Nos. 6 and 7, Mill Lane, Abbots
Worthy, is a three-bay house with a central open hall with heavily soot-blackened rafters. The felling date given for
its timbers was 1610, making it the youngest by several decades of all the houses with open-halls discovered so far
in Hampshire. Dendrochronology was by Dr Andy Moir of Tree-Ring services.
The Old Rectory, Headbourne Worthy, is clearly a house built in at least two phases: an earlier hall range and
an adjoining cross-wing which has a large brick side stack and impressive early 16th-century stone fireplaces on
each of the two floors. Dr Martin Bridge of the Oxford Dendrochronological Laboratory sampled the timbers which
failed to date due to the paucity of tree rings. The samples were then sent to a Leverhulme Trust financed project
investigating the potential of isotope-supported dendrochronology. This was successful. The earlier hall range dated
to 1402 or soon after. The cross-wing produced a date range of 1411-23, which meant that the brick chimney and
fireplaces had been an early 16th-century addition.
Edward Roberts and Bill Fergie
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